
Ring Measure of SVO 
 

Instructions 
 
This task deals with decision making.  As you will soon see, we’ll be asking each of you to make 
choices in a series of decision problems.  We fully expect that different people may have 
different preferences, and we are interested in knowing what choice YOU, as an individual, 
prefer most in each decision problem.  So, during this task, please make the choices you think are 
best. 
 
In the upcoming decision tasks, you have been randomly paired with another person whom we 
refer to simply as other.  You will never knowingly meet or communicate with this other, nor 
will (s)he ever knowingly meet or communicate with you.  In this decision task, both you and the 
other will be making choices by circling the letter A or B on your response sheet.  Your own 
choices will produce points for yourself and the other.  Likewise, the other’s choice will produce 
points for him/her and for you.  Therefore the TOTAL number of points you receive depends on 
your own choice and the other’s choice as well.  Similarly, the other’s TOTAL points depend on 
his/her choices and your choices as well.  An example of the decision task is displayed below. 
 
   A  B 

   You Get 100  60 
 Other Gets 80  0 
 
In this example, if you choose A you would receive 100 points for yourself and the Other would 
receive 80 points.  If you choose B you would receive 60 points for yourself and the other would 
receive 0.  So, you see that your choice influences both your own payoffs and the payoffs of the 
other person as well.  Remember that the other person is also choosing between A and B.  Look 
at the decision problem from his/her point of view.  If (s)he chooses A, then (s)he receives 100 
points for him/herself, and you receive 80.  If (s)he chooses B, then (s)he receives 60 points for 
him/herself and you receive 0.  So, you also see that the other person’s choice influences both 
his/her own payoffs and your own payoffs as well.   
 
Thus, you own TOTAL payoff, the total number of points you receive on each decision problem, 
is determined by your own choice in combination with the choice of the other person.  Likewise, 
the other person’s TOTAL payoff is determined by his/her own choice in combination with you 
choice. 
 
In just a moment, we will ask you to make a series of decisions.  Before you begin we want to 
ask you to imagine that the points involved with the decisions have value to you: specifically, the 
more of them you accumulate the better.  Also, imagine that the other person feels about his/her 
own points the same way; the more of them (s)he accumulates, the better.  For each decision, 
make the choice the YOU, for whatever reason, consider to be the best.  Please indicate you 
choice by circling A or B for each of the 24 decision tasks below.  Choose the column [A or B] 
that YOU consider to be the best choice, for whatever reason. 



 
  A B    A B 

1 You Get 0 13  13 You Get 100 99 

 Other Gets 100 99   Other Gets 0 -13 

         

  A B    A B 

2 You Get 13 26  14 You Get 99 97 

 Other Gets 99 97   Other Gets -13 -26 

         

  A B    A B 

3 You Get 26 38  15 You Get 97 92 

 Other Gets 97 92   Other Gets -26 -38 

         

  A B    A B 

4 You Get 38 50  16 You Get 92 87 

 Other Gets 92 87   Other Gets -38 -50 

         

  A B    A B 

5 You Get 50 61  17 You Get 87 79 

 Other Gets 87 79   Other Gets -50 -61 

         

  A B    A B 

6 You Get 61 71  18 You Get 79 71 

 Other Gets 79 61   Other Gets -61 -71 

         

  A B    A B 

7 You Get 71 79  19 You Get 71 61 

 Other Gets 71 61   Other Gets -71 -79 

         

  A B    A B 

8 You Get 79 87  20 You Get 61 50 

 Other Gets 61 50   Other Gets -79 -89 

         

  A B    A B 

9 You Get 87 92  21 You Get 50 38 

 Other Gets 50 38   Other Gets -87 -92 

         

  A B    A B 

10 You Get 92 97  22 You Get 38 26 

 Other Gets 39 26   Other Gets -92 -97 

         

  A B    A B 

11 You Get 97 99  23 You Get 26 13 

 Other Gets 26 13   Other Gets -97 -99 

         

  A B    A B 

12 You Get 99 100  24 You Get 13 0 

 Other Gets 13 0   Other Gets -99 -100 

 



 
SPSS Syntax for Scoring: 
 
compute selfpoints = 
(s1+s2+s3+s4+s5+s6+s7+s8+s9+s10+s11+s12+s13+s14+s15+s16+s17+s18+s19+s20+s21+s2
2+s23+s24). 
 
compute otherpoints = 
(o1+o2+o3+o4+o5+o6+o7+o8+o9+o10+o11+o12+o13+o14+o15+o16+o17+o18+o19+o20+o21
+o22+o23+o24). 
execute. 
 
compute slope=(otherpoints/selfpoints). 
execute. 
 
compute svoangle=artan(slope). 
execute. 
 
svoangle above is expressed in terms of radians. to convert radians to degrees = radians x 
180/3.14159265. 
execute. 
 
compute svoangle2=svoangle*(180/3.14159265). 
execute. 
 
compute vlength=sqrt((selfpoints*selfpoints)+(otherpoints*otherpoints)). 
execute. 
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